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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INTERACTION POTENTIALS OFWATERWITH OTHER MOLECULESIN.
THE EOS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVEPRODUCTS

M. van Thiel, F. H. Ree, and L. C. Haselman, Jr.
. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

We have made a systematic set of improvements in the interaction
potentials pertinent to nitrogen-water-carbondioxide mixtures, based on
previous improvements of the high pressure interactions of molecular
products of O, N, and C. This work continues our effort to remove
canceling errors in the intermolecular potentials used to compute
idetonation properties. The present work tests the effect of the presence of
ihydrogen in post-detonation mixtures. To minimize canceling errors, we
evaluate the interactions of N2, H20, and CO2 in HNB, RX-23-AB and
PETN. This work indicates that the H20-CO2 interaction is quite non-
ideal. The resulting set of potential constants is compared to the empirical
EOSforexperimental systems that use HMX formulations.

INTRODUCTION THEORY

The chemical equilibrium and thermo- The equations of state (EOS) of high¼pressure
dynamic properties of detonated explosive molecular mixtures are determined by our
mixtures at high temperature (T) and pressure (P) chemical equilibrium code CHEQ. This code uses a
depend critically on all interactions between the statistical mechanical model for the EOS of the hot
major products. Improvements in the homo- gaseous molecular mixture and EOS models based
molecular interaction of nitrogen, carbon-dioxide, on Grfineisen forms for condensed systems.3 The
and condensed carbon have had significant effects intermolecular potentials used for the gas phase
on detonation properties of LX-14 (an HMX components are of the exponential repulsive and
formulation). Extensive work on O, N, and C inverse sixth power attractive (exp-6)form
products1also showed the importance of including

high temperature unstable spedes in determining =----__ (6cxp[_(1- r/r_)]-c_(r_/r) a} (1)
the potential-constant of the major products of 0_ a¢- o
detonation. That work also showed the need to

improve the unlike pair interaction constants in our which has been the preferred form for high
statistical mechanical chemical equilibrium theory pressure work for some time.4 The most general
(CHEQ). Thirdly, a recent comparison of forrnofeis
experimentaland theoretical detonation velocities2
(D) indicated that the original set of interaction ea = eh(l+AdT), (2)
potentials used contains canceling errors that limit
the overall effectiveness of the code as a predictor where )_ii_ 0 for polar molecules.
of high P and T properties of reactive mixtures.

Interactions between unlike pairs(i.e. N2-CO2)
This study proceeds from explosives with axe obtained using the combination rules:

simple product mixtures, RX-23-AB, HNB, and
PETN, to HMX-like mixtures. The present set of e.#=k¢e_ae_; r'o=½l#(ra +r#); o_#=m#_, (3)
potential constantsis compared to the experimental
EOS used for a number of experimental systems with the exp-6 potential constants used for the
that use LX-14. homomolecular interactions. The refinement of the
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unlike pair interaction parameters kij, tij, and m ij, "
originally set equal to 1, is a primary result of our ._
recent work.

.61

BACKGROUND _ -
al

Need for refinement _" I MI'' ]_ . NH' . NO+ O| ),_ _. _O, O + NO,,. + NOs * O,

The original potentials were obtained with the _ f mmaLram_ ..
Im.o..,, coa. co• ..,..o • c,_!_,.,

corresponding states principle and with some " _. [ m,,n,o_=,,, c,,,,,_,
preliminary Hugoniot data for 02, N2, CO2, CO, ....
H20, NI-I3,and CH4. Graphite and diamond were /l_lll...... .... . .................

i1.7 8.8 I.$ 9.0 9.1
modeled by Murnaghan forms, s Early work, on v (zoo,)
PBX-9404,6 allowed for a refinement of/ij in the
CO2-H20 and H20-N2 interactions. More recent HCURE1. EFFECTOFCHANGESINTHECOMPONENT
shock wave data, that extend the range and INTERACTIONPOTENTIALSON THE DETONATION
accuracy of the experimental database, are now VELOCITYOFLX-14:SEETEXTFORDETAILS.
available for02, N2, air, CO, CO2, and NO. 1These
data improved the accuracy of the intermolecular
potentials and required the inclusion of additional gas phase which originally contained only H20
reaction products in the theoretical description of and N2. Subsequent refinements to the CHEQ
the reactive mixtures. A discussion of those results code9 facilitated the introduction of additional
is beyond the scope of this work and will be species, already present in phase 1 to the second
discussed elsewhere in these proceedings. We have phase. The effect of these additions, shown by b, c,
used the results of the analysis of the new data in and_d, improved the agreement with experiment.
this study. Replacing the Murnaghan form of"_amond with a

more realistic and accurate 3-phase carbon EOS
Carbon further increased D, as did the more accurate N2

EOS. 10 Minor components like CH4 and those
In addition, refinements of the carbon EOS designated as Mix2 (= N20, O, NOnew, NO2, C)3),

allowed us to compute the regions of stability of and their interaction parameters had a minor effect,
the three, known phases: graphite, diamond, and but the improvements made in CO2 are signifi_mt.
liquid carbon.7 The model uses Grfineisen forms The mix2 components are required to produce
for solid graphite and diamond, including agreement with the more recent Hugoniot data.ll
electronic effects for graphite and liquid. This
carbon model fits all available data for graphite These changes all increase the detonation
and diamond. The liquid state is defined by a velocity, indicating that additional interactions
liquid scaling model that is based on the heat need refinement. In particular, the absence of the
capacity of known liquids. The properties of the effects of hydrogen products in the data studied up
liquid are scaled on the melting line, which is to this point need to be considered. This work
defined by an improved Lindemann law8 for extends the study to the N2-CO2-H20 interactior_.
anisotropic systems, needed to explain graphite
melting data. Since liquid carbon, graphite, and
diamond are present in high-temperature and N2-H20-CO2 INTERACTIONS
-pressure mixtures, we can offer a more accurate
description of the effect of carbon in such mixtures. There are essentially three materials that can

be used as sources for the triad of interactions; N2-
Preliminary refinements H20, N2-CO2 and CO2-H20. These are: a mixture

of Hydrazine-nitrate, hydrazine, and water, wh!ich
To clarify the effect the above correctionshave produces an essentially binary mixtur z of H20 and

on the behavior of explosives, a systematic study N2; Hexanitrobenzine, which produces primarily
was done to show how each one of the component N2 and CO2, and PETN, whose mayor products are
changes affects the detonation velocity (D) of LX14. CO2 and H20 with a lesser amount of N2 near l:he
This study, shown in Fig. 1, allowed us to isolate Chapman Jouguet (CJ)point. Since good data are
the significant effects of the refinements. The now also available for these three components. A
original mixture allowed for a second nitrogen-rich careful scrutiny of these data now follows.
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Water, Nitrogen & RX-23-AB made, as indicated in Table 1. N2_ are the original
constants hat predates the new high pressure data.

Since these results were recently covered in a Those data require coefficients N2,b or N2,c. The
separate report, 1 ] this work will only be curvature of the Hugoniot had to be changed by

summarized here, We have refined the potentials reducing the value of the exponential parameter a
of water and nitrogen with special attention to the in N2,c to improve the agreement with Zubarev's
data in the explosive CJ pressure range and below, low pressure data.14 Unlike water, nitrogen
Figure 2 shows two possible fits for water The data exhibits significant dissociation behind strong
of Rice 12 match up reasonably well to more recent shocks with P>PcJ. The two N atom potentials are

- data. 13 Hugoniot a fits the high pressure points included since Nb should be used with N2,a and
quite adequately but is slightly lower than N2,c potentials, while Na yields best results with
experiment at P < 10 GPa and higher than data near N2,b for these overdriven shocks.
40 GPa. Close scrutiny of the experimental

Hugoniot in the Us-Up plane suggests a two-line fit
with the lines meeting in this 40 GPa region. The TABLE1:EXPONENTIAL-6COEFFICIENTS
data is, however not accurate enough to clearly

indicate a second order transition, and a single Material Eii/k K rii '_ J_k O_ii _.ii K
potential appears to be adequate. Potential b is H2Oa 356 3.06 13.0 996.closer to the 40 GPa cluster and covers the low

pressure points better. H2Ob 300. 3.06 13.1 i290.
N2_ 101.9 4.09 13.2 0.0

Another reason for increasing the pressure for N2,b 101.9 4.15 13.2 0.0
P < 10 GPa is the empirical EOS obtained from N2.c 293.0 3.91 11.5 0.0
hydrodynamic simulations of the acceleration of Na 600. 2.39 10.0 0.0
copper cylinders filled with HMX mixtures or Nb 600. 2.47 10.0 0.0
PETN.14 These indicate somewhat higher pressures COZa 245.6 4.28 13.0 0.0
in that range than theoretically predicted, CO2,b 245.6 4.20 13.5 0.0

qualitatively consistent with the deviation from CO2,c 245.6 4.17 13.5 0.0

experiment obtained with potential a. CO2 245.6 4.17 13.0 0.0
CO 108.3 4.12 13.0 0.0

Reflected shock data are equally well fitted by .02 125.0 3.86 1312 0.0
either potential, with perhaps a slight improvement O 700.0 2.40 H.0 0.0
for some points near P ,, 150 GPa. The uncertainty 03 211.0 4.82 13.0 0.0
is too large here to make a judgment about the
potential in that pressure range.

The detonation velocity of the water -
Similar observations were made on the N2 hydrazine-nitrate- hydrazine mixture, RX-23-AB,

Hugoniot and adjustments to the potentials were was not sensitive to the difference between the two

water potentials in Table 1, but was affected by the
'- - changes in the N2 potential. The N2,c constants are

100 ..................... . ...... consistent with the data if tij = 1.04 in Eq. (3). The

f uncertainty range of the RX-23-AB detonation
..f""_'_. _) , _//.-- velocity does not distinguish between N2,b and
17m,_,,,.] _" N2,o constants, consequently, only the above

_,_ considerations for selection apply.
*d

/ [r,_,a, ,.. )' [ Nitrogen, carbondioxide, & HNB
.o/" I®. ,_ 3_ !_o ..__,1

z/ I®b_, TM _'_i Hexanitrobenzene is a light sensitiveexplosive that produces CO2 and N2 on detonation.
o /

We use the parametes for N2,c for this study and
.......................... those that follow. Figure 3 shows CO2 hugoniots1.3 _.s _.7 _., 2.1 2.3 2.s z.7

p (s/cm') computed with several potentials and the recent
data of Schott 16 and Nellis. 17 The potentials used

FIGURE 2. WATER HUGONIOTS: EXPERIMENTVS. for the non reactive curve 5 were obtained with

THEORY argon-based corresponding states theory and
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FIGURE 3. THEORETICALAND EXPERIMENTALCO2 FIGURE 4. SHOCK SPEEDS FROM THEORETICAL
HUGONIOTS. CALCULATIONS AND JWL EXPERIMENTALFIT FOR

HNB

agreed reasonably well with the original solid CO2 this experiment, even assuming ideal interaction.
data.18 The other potential constants in Table 1 give Use of (k/l/m)N2-CO2 = 1/1.0315/1 allows an
increasingly better fits to the low presure data, but exact match of the experimental HNB detonation
appear to be too stiff in the region of dissociation, velocity (9.34 kin/s), using the above mentioned
Previous work with somewhat smaller r*li for CO potentials. No overdriven Hugoniot exists to test
th_n used here yielded somewhat more the high pressure calculation. Analysis of the
dissociation and a better fit to the high pressure preliminary cylinder-expansion test yielded a JWL
data. We will use parameters of CO2,a in further isentrope
work, since they also offer the best fit at pressures

aslow as 0.IGPa. Below thatpressurethecurves P8= AeJ'V+ BeVY + CV'_'+') (5)
convergeastheidealgas stateisapproached.

(withtheabove constantsand C= 1.976GPa) that
The components of hexanitrobenzene may be compared to our calculations.The

products are more numerous at high pressures deviationsvary from 0 nearCJ to .85GPa (at25

thanbelow CJ.At theChapman Jouguetstate,CO GPa). Somewhat betteragreement (-0.23to 0.45
plays a small (7%) rolein the CO2-N2 mixture. GPa) isobtainedwith themore recentanalysisof

Some atomicoxygen (3%) and NO (3%) are also thedatal9(whichyieldedA = 1047.883GPa, B =
present.At higherpressuresa number of other
speciesincludingliquidcarbonplaya (cumulative, 7.9824GPa, C = 1.39612GPa, ca = 0.28,RI = 4.472,
43% atI00GPa) roleintheEOS. R2 = 0.85,p0= 1.965g/cm3and E0 = 13.2GPa.

A singleexperimentalcylindertesthas been Carbondioxide-waterinteractioninPETN
done usinghexanitrobenzene,which has recently

beenreanalized.14,19A JWL EOS,. Water and carbondioxideareknown toforma

number ofmetastablestructuresthatmay alsoexist
_9_ co co_ athigh pressure.One may thereforeexpectthat

P=A(1--_)e-"V+B(1---_)e-"v+'-_ ",(4) strong non-ideal interactions between these two
exist at high pressure. Shock and detonation data
of PETN (CsHsN4012) offer the best experimental

traditionally derived from these data, has data, to date, that allow us to quantitatively study
coefficients: A = 1131.79 GPa, B = 16.53 GPa, co = this interaction at high pressure. Figure 5 shows the
0.47, R1 = 4.713, R2 = 1.209, and E0 =12 GPa. The major high-pressure high-temperature decompo-
JWL EOS from that test has been used to compute sition products of this molecule.
the Hugoniot (E = E0 + [P+P0][1-V)/2] with V =

P0/P ) near the CJ point in Fig. 4. The most The mixture, consisting primarily of CO2,
significant result in Fig 4 is the improved H f,) and N2, becomes heterogeneous just above the
agreement of the new CO2 and N2 parameters with detonation pressure where a nitrogen-rich phase
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FIGURE5. COMPOSITIONOFPETNPRODUCTMIXTURE FIGURE6. ISENTROPICEXPANSIONSTATESRELATIVE
BEHINDOVERDRIVENSHOCKAND ON EXPANSION TOTHEEXPERIMENTALJWLISENTROPEOFPETN
FROMTHEDETONATIONSTATE

(with major components labeled N2(gl) and N(gl)) consequence of including the high-temperature
separates out behind the overdriven shock front as species. The old potential set produces a much
the nitrogen content of the water-rich phase, N2(g), higher curvature than the newer equations of state.
decreases. The other significant component is CO, The effect of including the COz-H20 interaction
which is roughly 3%of the total amount of gas just again is clear from the curves representing the new
behind the detonation front, and rapidly increases EOS with and without the unlike interaction
as the pressure drops and the amount of condensed constants. The data appear to show a slightly
(liquid or graphitic) carbon decreases. At the higher compression between 50 and 90 GPa that is
detonation pressure the major components are not observed by the present EOS. This could be
therefore N2 and COz, with N2 coming in at 20%of spurious or a consequence of the complexity of the
the gaseous mixture. The _(N2-CO2) and _(Nz-- CO2-CO2 and CO2-H20 interactions. The low
H20) were determined above, so that the CO2-HzO pressure adjustments to the potentials of the
interaction may be refined with these data. components has not noticeably affected the EOS in

this range.

Figure 6 shows the states reached by
expansion from the CI state as pressure differences
from the experimental ]WL isentrope of Green
et al.,20with A = 1032.16 GPa, B = 90.57014, C = ............... .......... ","";"/l

3.72735 GPa, and c0= 0.56, E0 = 0.108 GPa, and PO= ' o,a_.otsL .j/ •
1.763 g/cm3. The original EOS set assumed ideal ,00_ .... / ,'/ 1

N_'_'°'_" / -_" 1
unlike spede interaction while the final fit includes I /,__
the constants for the two major species -_ _ /,,/
([k/I/m]co2-H20 = 1.0/0.974/0.9). Two improved _ I /,'_/--r-

recent high pressure analysis discussed in these _'so

proceedings show the effect of including the CO2- t . _ N_Eq.of St. +N_¢ Oom.m oH20 interaction constants. The absence of these

constants in Fig. 1 is the major cause for the f ___
deviation observed there due to the improved CO2- .[ ._r-
CO2 potential. The difference between the latest fit _,,,.. ..........................

2.7 $.2 3,7and the improved EOS is the change in the water 2_.s
and N2 potentials discussed above, p (¢m_

The overdriven Hugoniot data in Fig. 7 also FIGURE7. EXPERIMENTALAND THEORETICALPETN
show the effect of the improvements made as a HUGONIOTS. _ .
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HMX MIXTURES 11.s ................ " "j 7/.
NewLX-14CX!0 _¢ i

Some results of the application of the EOS set --- _?'/', '

determined above will now be considered. The ,,tx.,cmc=/ /_x_o,c._oiJ,.,,, _composition diagram in Fig. 8. is considerably 10.s ........
more complex than that of PETN. Nitrogen and .. /' _-
carbon are comparable to the water content while _ .....
CO2 plays the secondary role. At the CJ point _" / / _
carbon is in the diamond form, which does not _ :_ _ .

,qoe yoot,les ocr. orer "
The nitrogen content (both N and N2) is primarily _.,c_..
in the N2-rich phase, with only 10% or less N atoms _]'_',, _---'-¢(' .....
in the water-Hch phase. The non-ideal effect of
carbon, is the main unknown here. ,.s . ..........20 I0 100

P (GPm)

FIGURE9. SHOCKSPEEDVERSUSPRESSUREFORLX-14
........ ...... AND PBX-9404: OLD AND NEW THEORY VS.

I.$ "" ime'nt;Ol_q" ._ ' Ji,O ]_PE_.

.... '::':':':.:._._.,._.

I _ ""_. .... Two-dimensional configurations (cylinders or

,,u_.. _ other curved plates) tend to yield more consistent

8 "_ .-. --- a_,,,_-- "X\ / results and are perhaps less sensitive to transient/" effects caused by slow reactions (with relaxation

-_ _."__ i co, ,,,,,,,,,. \/ '.,,..,,__.,,,.,. times,- 10 to SOns)near the detonation front. We

_o.m therefore emphasize here two fits that offer the best

!-. ! agreement with two-dimensional systems.
e e

Two features stand out in this plot. First, the
•._o , _ ..... / " _ .... sharp fluctuation below 12 GPa is due to theO0 ' " " ' " 40 00 120

V (GPa) diamond to graphite transition observed in the
theory, which is not representable in the JWL form.

FIGURE8. THE MAJORREACTIONPRODUCTSOF LX-14 Secondly, the relatively large deviation from 0 at
ALONG THE PRINCIPAL ISENTROPE AND THE the CJ point. This is due to the disagreement in PCJ
OVERDm_ENHUGONIOT. between the theoretical equilibrium CJ point and

experimental shock pressure, which is generally
affected by the reactive wave-front profile.

The shock velocity is plotted as a function of Furthermore, the use of an EOS with a detonation
. pressure in Fig. 9. The original calculations have a

stronger pressure dependence than experiment, as
. .... m'.-.e .... .-'--- ."-'--- . .... m ....

reported earlier.6 The present set of potential .... r,_,...r_,,Q
constants greatly improved the high pressure o.2 / ",,
slope. The minimum in the curve (the detonation // ,,
velocity) is somewhat higher than experiment. -a . \

Additionalwork on high carbon explosivesis °-- "_,-/ / _'-

needed to determine whether this is due to our _."_'°'_. \A _representation of the carbon EOS or to ',/ V \ \,,
uncertainties in the potentials governing the six '_ • \, ,
interactions between the major products excluding _._.0.6
carbon, i.e. N2, CO2, and H20.

The release isentrope is obtained from c_._
hydrodynamic simulationsof experiments on ._ .......................,,--.-,-.,-.,_--

various metal-explosive configurations: fiat plates, o _o ao so 4o
cylindrical tubes, and other 2-D structures. The P (cP_)

traditional EOS form has been the JWL form of Eq. FIGURE10. PRESSUREDIFFERENCEBETWEENTWO LX-
(4) or (5). Figure 10 is a plot of the deviations of two 14 JWL FORMS FROM HYDRO SIMULATIONS OF
empirical JWL isentropes from our theory. EXPERIMENTALSYSTEMS,ANDCHEQ.
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velocity that is not consistent with experiment plosives," LLNL, P. O. Box 808, Livermore,
leads to significant deviations between hydro- California, unpublished preprint 1991.
simulation and experiment. It is therefore 3. Ree, F. H., "A statistical mechanical theory of
important for the theory to match the experimental chemically reacting multiphase mixtures:
detonation velocity. Since carbon is a significant application to the detonation properties of
component, the effect of different carbon cluster PETN," J. Chem. Phys. Vol. 81, No. 3, 1984, p.
structures on the EOS need to be evaluated to 1251.
determine the cause for the deviation in Fig. 9. 4. van Thiel, M. and Alder, B. J., "Shock

Compression of Argon," J. Chem. Phys Vol. 44,
• No. 3, (1966), pp. 1056-65.

SUMMARY 5. Ree, F. H., "Post detonation behavior of
condensed high explosives by modern

•. The improved accuracy of intermolecular methods of statistical mechanics," in Proc. of the
potentials for N2, C_ NO, N20, NO2, CO, CO2, and Seventh Symposium International on Detonation,
their dissociation products required the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak,
investigation of systems containing water to MD 20910, 1982 pp. 646-659.
explain the deviation between computed and 6. Ree, F. H. and van Thiel, M., "Detonation
experimental detonation velocities. The N2-N2, behavior of LX-14 and PBX-9404: theoretical

CO2-CO2, and H20- H20 interactions were aspect," Proc. Eighth Symposium International on
carefully reevaluated with added emphasis on the Detonation, Naval Surface Weapons Center MP
region below P = 40 GPa, important to detonation 86-194, White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland,
waves. The unlike interactions between these 198,5, pp. 501-512.
molecules were obtained from the three explosives: 7. van Thiel, M. and Ree, F. H., "Theoretical
HNB, RX-23-AB and PETN. The resulting set of description of the Graphite, Diamond and
potentials gave a good match to the overdriven Liquid Phases of Carbon," Int. J. of Thermo-
Hugoniot of PBX-9404 and empirical release phys. Vol. 10, No. 3, (1989), p. 227 and
isentropes of LX-14. The detonation velocity, references quoted therein.

however, is., 0.8 % larger than experiment. 8. van Thiel, M., "Lindeman melting law for
Hydrodynamic simulations require a better match anisotropic crystals: graphite --+liquid carbon,"
between experiment and theory. The effect of non- Shock Compression of Condensed Matter - 1991,
equilibrium carbon clusters needs to be evaluated, editors S. C. Schmidt, IL D. Dick, J. W. Forbes

and D. G. Tasker, North Holland, New York,
1992, p. 165f.
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